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A Brexit ratification is in the midst, but the United Kingdom’s (UK) Prime Minister Boris Johnson still faces an uphill battle in Parliament before the October 31st deadline to split (succeed) from the European Union (EU) -- by agreeing to a majority-vote to accept the Brexit deal with the dominant European states. There are grounds to believe of serious retaliation from the remaining European member states that are appalled by the President of the EU Council unanimous decision to agree to a tentative deal, i.e., before a majority ratification by the House of Commons, but resistance against the Brexit is still apparent.

With the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) observing with anxious apprehension, there are pending war-crime charges that is liable to execution by hanging and by firing squad for the Prime Minister Boris Johnson, certain members of his administration, and the UK royal family -- in particular, Prince Charles of the House of Windsor, Prince Edward of the House of Windsor, Prince William (second in line to the British throne), while Catherine Middleton, the Duchess of Cambridge, is to be fiercely exiled; for both encouraging and inciting planetary neo-expansionary sentiment, i.e., to actualize an international dynasty class and a global monarchy. In clear defiance of the international order: potentially crippling the NATO alliance to compete with the United States (US). By destabilizing the balance of power, the British state unleashes an unnoticeable Cold War by utilizing an inflated Commonwealth of Nations; targeting both the US [on three ends] and the remaining member states of the European Union.
In which her majesty, Queen Elizabeth, of the House of Windsor, is to lie in state and to be quietly laid to rest. *Yet with growing opposition and retaliation by the last European nation-states, federalists, and the principal factions of the aristocracy.* War-crime charges that will become increasingly probable; none other by the International Criminal Court of Justice (ICC, the World Court) at the Hague, the Netherlands.

War-crime charges are underway, if this continues on -- for which, there is no return. To the conclusion that it is more than in vain, it is near imminent.